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Versar unifies its global data tracking and reporting 

thanks to Xoriant’s expertise and Microsoft solutions

“Power BI allows Versar teams to stop 

plodding through data – business 

leaders now have up-to-date analytics 

and spend less time cobbling together 

spreadsheets.”

Gabe Guglielmo, CIO, Versar Inc.

Versar and Xoriant partnered to elevate 

Versar's data capturing and processing

Xoriant’s X·CELERATE Insights provides 

Versar with up-to-date analytics

Versar business leaders benefit from 

enhanced reporting and insight generation

Founded more than 30 years ago, Xoriant is a tech 

leader and execution partner for companies that create 

technology products and enterprises that use those 

products to implement business solutions. 

• Xoriant’s solution includes Azure Synapse Analytics with ETL pipelines and semantic models for Power BI reports 

to effectively move, manage, and report data.

• Xoriant’s unification of data pipelines and data processing automates and optimizes Versar’s proposal workload 

planning processes by delivering clear, concise, and meaningful reporting.

• Xoriant’s solution empowers Versar’s leaders by providing a clearer picture of the organization to drive informed 

decision-making.

Versar is a program management company delivering 

world-class technical and management support to 

governments and companies around the world. Versar 

sought to automate its data capturing, processing, and 

reporting capabilities to save time, maximize vital 

resources, and offer more effective reports for building 

business cases.

Versar contacted Xoriant to implement its 

X·CELERATE Insights analytics solution. Xoriant 

identified the data sources, frequency, and data 

loading requirements for each data source entity. 

This enabled Xoriant to design semantic models for 

Power BI reports and dashboards to simplify data 

relationships.

View X·CELERATE Insights on Azure Marketplace

https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/consulting-services/xoriantcorporation.xcelerate_insights?ocid=GTMRewards_CaseStudy_xcelerate_insights_b194
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